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towerswatson.com

Helping organisations improve performance through
effective people, risk and financial management
We are a leading global professional services company that helps organisations improve performance
through effective people, risk and financial management.

What we do
Our operations are organised along;

3 business segments
Risk and
Financial
Services

Benefit

Health & Group
Benefits
Investment

3 geographic regions
Talent and
Reward

Data, Surveys and
Technology

EMEA
The Americas
Asia Pacific

International
Consulting
Executive
Compensation
Risk Consulting
and Software

We have the strongest global network in the
people, risk and financial management consulting
business

15,000
37

associates

countries and territories

Retirement

Technology &
Administration

Global Breadth
and Depth

Rewards, Talent
and
Communication

EMEA
The Americas
Asia Pacific

Merger and Acquisitions

supported by a group of corporate functions;

4,788
8,088
2,275

Finance, HR, IT, Internal Communication and Change Management,
Legal, Marketing, Office Services, Strategy and Corporate Development
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Our depth and breadth as the trusted advisor to the
world’s leading organisations

We work
with

78%

82%

84%

Fortune

Fortune

FTSE

Global

U.S.

100

500

1000

We have the world’s largest
insurance actuarial
consultancy; and are one of
the largest providers of benefit
outsourcing services,
supporting nearly six million
participants.

We are recognised for our
thought leadership, innovation,
and expertise across all
insurance sectors; and are
committed to delivering the
latest research on actuarial
and insurance issues.

We provide actuarial services
to more of the world’s top 300
pension funds than any other
consulting firm

We have carried out the most
comprehensive survey on
predictive modelling practices
to date, and our biennial global
ERM survey is the largest in
the insurance industry on this
topic

Our insurance consulting now
deploys not only the very best
of actuarial skills, but also
accountants, business
analysts, operational risk
specialists, process engineers
and strategy and marketing
experts; helping clients on an
ever wider range of issues

Towers Watson has more than
40 years of experience in
developing actuarial software;
our portfolio is best in class
and includes RiskAgility,
MoSes, Igloo, Emblem and
Radar, with 3,000 software
licenses worldwide, over 500
clients in over 50 countries
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Benefits – Overview
Benefits
Health & Group
 Towers Watson can help you control health care
costs while keeping employees healthy and
productive.
International Consulting
 With the largest team in the industry focused
specifically on managing multinational challenges,
the International Consulting Group works
seamlessly with local teams to manage people,
plans and financial issues consistently and
efficiently across your global operation
Retirement
 Applying our sophisticated tools, research and
thinking, we design a tailored solution that
balances your risks and costs with plan objectives
and opportunities.
Technology and Administration Solutions
 Our administration solutions include our clientfocused benefit teams, our proprietary benefits
administration software and our dedicated,
onshore benefits call center. We deliver practical
and local benefits outsourcing solutions.

Benefits

Risk and
Financial
Services

Health & Group
Benefits
Investment
International
Consulting

Talent and
Reward
Data, Surveys
and Technology
Executive
Compensation

Retirement
Technology &
Administration

Risk Consulting
and Software

Rewards, Talent
and
Communication

Merger and Acquisitions
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Talent and Reward – Overview
Talent and Reward
Data, Surveys and Technology


We are your global centre of excellence for
information on compensation, benefits and
employment practices. With databases that cover
nearly 100 countries, we can support you
wherever you do business.

Executive Compensation

Benefits

Risk and
Financial
Services

Health & Group
Benefits
Investment
International
Consulting



Talent and
Reward
Data, Surveys
and Technology
Executive
Compensation

Retirement
Technology &
Administration

Risk Consulting
and Software

Rewards, Talent
and
Communication

A well-designed executive compensation program
encourages leaders to take appropriate risks to
meet business objectives and aligns pay with
performance.

Rewards, Talent and Communication


We provide the strategy, design and execution
support essential for global reward program
effectiveness.



We help companies grow stronger and stay strong
by bringing practical change management and
communication solutions to complex business and
people challenges.

Merger and Acquisitions
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Risk and Financial Services - Overview
Risk and Financial Services

Total

More than 2100 associates
providing on-the-ground
expertise, with more
Chartered Enterprise Risk
Analysts (CERA) serving
the insurance industry than
any other professional
services firm.

202

466

EMEA

136

Asia
Pacific

Risk Consulting and Software
consultants

338

531
997

Risk and
Financial
Services

Benefit
Health & Group
Benefits

Investment
International
Consulting

217

819

Total

Investment consultants

Americas

Our Risk & Financial Services (RFS) segment comprises of two service lines:
Investment and Insurance Consulting – ‘Risk Consulting & Software’ (RCS).

367
584

1,100
1,919

Talent and
Reward
Data, Surveys
and Technology

The RCS service line
provides risk consulting and
financial modelling software
solutions primarily to the
insurance industry.

Executive
Compensation

Retirement
Technology &
Administration

Risk Consulting
and Software

Rewards, Talent
and
Communication

Merger and Acquisitions
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Investment - Overview
Risk and
Financial
Services

Benefit
Health & Group
Benefits

Investment
International
Consulting

Talent and
Reward
Data, Surveys
and Technology
Executive
Compensation

Retirement
Technology &
Administration

Risk Consulting
and Software

Rewards, Talent
and
Communication

Investment services
Services include


Investment policy, governance and risk assessment



Investment strategy



Structures and product design



Manager structure and selection



Manager monitoring and evaluation; performance
reporting



Delegated investment services

Merger and Acquisitions

Why Towers Watson?
Our investment consultants advise more than 1,000 pension funds and institutional investors
with total assets in excess of US$2 trillion.


Including fiduciary management, we are responsible for over US$50 billion of assets worldwide.



Our more than 750 investment consultants have proven success in researching and selecting
investment managers across all investment classes.





The manager research component of our investment research team is one of the world’s largest, with over 100 fulltime, dedicated researchers.
We pioneered many of the asset/liability modeling techniques used today.
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Risk Consulting & Software (RCS)
Risk and
Financial
Services

Benefit
Health & Group
Benefits

Investment
International
Consulting

Talent and
Reward
Data, Surveys
and Technology
Executive
Compensation

Retirement
Technology &
Administration

Risk Consulting
and Software

Insurance Consulting (“RCS”)
The RCS service line provides risk consulting and financial
modelling software solutions primarily to the insurance
industry.
With over 1,400 associates globally, split across North
America, EMEA, Asia-Pacific, and Latin America we provide
the following services;
Property &
Casualty Insurance

Life Insurance
Rewards, Talent
and
Communication

Merger and Acquisitions

Insurance Management Consultancy (IMC)
Strategy and Implementation
Capital management and Capital modelling
Outsourcing, Actuarial, Administration and Investment
Appointed Actuary / Appointed Actuary work
Enterprise Risk Management and Solvency II
Software

We are a market leading advisor in the
insurance business

Pricing and Product Management
Investment & Asset Liability Management
Capital modelling/Reserving
Mergers and Acquisitions
Financial and Regulatory Reporting
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Towers Watson’s Insurance services
By understanding the ‘cause and effect’ in any given situation, we can help deliver solutions that take
account of the underlying business fundamentals, as well as the bigger business picture.
According to the nature of the assignment, we are able to provide project teams that comprise business
segment and subject specialists from the following broad areas:
Software
We offer the most complete and
advanced range of analytical and
modelling software available for
insurance companies.
Investment and Asset Liability
Management (ALM)
We offer specialist expertise to help
define risk appetite and optimise
the mix of holdings to your
business requirements.
Actuarial — Property and
Casualty (P&C) Insurance
We are the world’s largest P&C
actuarial consultancy, delivering
solutions to the particular
challenges faced in personal and
commercial lines of business.

Actuarial — Life Insurance
We help companies to identify and
deploy the metrics and
methodologies for their risk and
capital management needs.

Life
insurance

Software

Insurance
management
consultancy

Investment
/ ALM

ERM and
Solvency II

Property
and casualty
insurance

Insurance Management
Consultancy
We offer a specific focus on
strategic issues related to markets,
financial and performance
management, risk management
and mergers and acquisitions.
Enterprise Risk Management
(ERM) and Solvency II
We deliver ‘joined up’ thinking from
a broad technical and business
perspective.
10
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Insurance Management Consultancy
Towers Watson has increased the breadth of its services over a long period. We are now able to deploy a
range of disciplines, including accountants, business analysts, operational risk specialists, process
engineers and strategy and marketing experts; helping clients on an ever-wider range of issues.
Our consultants work across the entire sector, offering a specific focus on strategy, performance and risk
Our clients face a range of issues,
shifting in nature as economic,
regulatory, technology and
competitive forces dictate.
Our services tackle issues such as
core strategy, market focus, market
entry, evolving distribution
channels, expense management,
risk management, and project
delivery . We have helped set
strategy and helped to manage
major implementation programmes.
Our team has been used extensively
by insurers and distributors, by
large players and small, and by
traditional insurers and new
entrants.

Our services focus on:
Strategy & markets
 Corporate strategy
 Market, consumer and distribution analysis
 Product strategy
Enterprise Risk
 Risk strategy, appetite and culture
 ORSA and model embedding
 Board education
Performance Improvement
 Expense management
 Management information
 Process review
 Programme management

Why Towers Watson?
Our consultants can be
a valued source of
highly capable people,
experienced and
informed on insurance
matters, quick in
apprehension of client
needs, able to help set
strategy and able to
help deliver it.
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Technology Consulting & Support
TC&S is the Glue Between the Actuarial Function and Information Technology


TC&S is a dedicated team of Risk Software specialists who provide leading-edge
technology consulting



We increase client success through our unique expertise in the technology and
infrastructure of risk analytics, pricing and financial modelling products



We work directly with our actuarial team to create the highest level of value added by
combining risk modelling expertise and technology



We design targeted, enterprise solutions and deploy risk software



We understand the actuarial business, risk software and information technology



We provide a seamless integration with Towers Watson Grid and Cloud infrastructure
components
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Software Solutions
In addition to its consultancy expertise, Towers Watson is the world’s largest provider of actuarial
software products. We use the software as part of our consultancy and we also license it to clients for
sustainable improvement to their businesses.
Our software is developed by software professionals and industry consultants working with our clients.
This combination of technical expertise, industry knowledge, programming / software engineering
capability and end-user insight creates sophisticated, innovative and easy-to-use products.
Software and Technology









Professional software
development processes
Multi-disciplinary software
development teams
Quality assurance
Global support and
implementation structure
Supports consulting
engagements

Consulting and Services











Functional expertise
Extensive industry
knowledge
Deep technical and process
skills
Problem-solving and
innovation culture
Sophisticated modelling and
analytics
Feeds into the software
functionality

Towers Watson offers a unique mix of consulting and technology
13
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Software Suite
Towers Watson provides sophisticated risk, analytics and consulting solutions that help P&C and
life insurers meet the rapidly evolving demands of today’s market.
We combine innovative actuarial thinking with software expertise to develop comprehensive solutions that measure value, manage risk and safeguard solvency.

Pricing software

Financial modelling software

Reserving and other insurance software

Our range of software tools enables you to plan,
manage and optimise your pricing process. Used
independently, or alongside our consultancy services,
these tools are powerful additions to your business.

Clients in more than 30 countries – leading P&C
and life insurance companies, multinationals,
pension funds, mutual funds and asset managers –
know that enhanced risk and capital management
has become a differentiator for success. That is
why
they have made our systems an integral part of
their business.

In addition to industry-leading software that helps
companies to run the loss reserving process with
speed, ease and flexibility, we offer specialist
analytical software for insurers and reinsurers.

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Emblem

Igloo

Igloo SF

DataValidator

Proxy Modeller

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

RiskAgility FM

RiskAgility SF

RiskAgility EC

RiskReporter

Classiﬁer

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Radar Base

Radar Dashboard

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Radar Live

Radar Optimiser

RiskAgility

Towers Watson

Star ESG

Towers Watson

MoSes

ResQ

Towers Watson

Towers Watson

Unify

vGrid

Towers Watson

Replica
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Georgy Matov
Experience

Georgy Matov
Senior Consultant RCS EMEA PC
Country Lead for Bulgaria








Background


Joined Towers Watson in Jan 2015



Zurich Insurance (Mar 2010 – Dec 2014)







Global Chief Pricing Actuary, Motor and Personal Lines



Europe GI Direct, Chief Pricing Actuary

Direct Line International (Oct 2005 – Feb 2010)


Head of Underwriting and Pricing



Pricing manager

AIG Europe (UK) (Sept 2003 – Sep 2005)




Winterthur Insurance, Switzerland (Feb 2001 – Aug 2003)




Senior Actuarial Analyst

Pricing Actuary, AVP

Vitosha Insurance, Bulgaria (Feb 1997 – Sep 1999)


Actuary

● Georgy has a degree in Actuarial Sciences and
Mathematics. FIA and Qualified Actuary of the BAS

Sectors

Technical
Pricing (Direct, Intermediated PL and CL)
Strategy, governance and assurance
Leadership
Re-insurance
Reserving
Capital management






PC
Life
Global – multiple markets
Multilingual

Selected Projects
● Brings a wealth of leadership and hands-on pricing experience
● Successfully shaped and implemented pricing strategies across multiple
portfolios worldwide incl. UK, Italy, Germany, Spain, Switzerland, Brazil,
Japan, UAE and so on.
● Delivered portfolio turnarounds and pricing capabilities transformation
programmes.
● Rolled out predictive modelling and price optimisation software across
several multinational insurers.
● Delivered data enrichment projects and pricing tools across multiple
portfolios.
● Successfully managed and delivered multi-stakeholders / multi-country
pricing projects.
● Played an integral role in building the pricing and underwriting capabilities
and teams of Direct Line in Italy and Germany, and Zurich Connect in Italy
and Switzerland.
● Was a member of leadership teams at Direct Line and Zurich Insurance.
● Earlier in his career had responsibilities for the reserving process and
personal lines pricing of Vitosha Insurance in Bulgaria.
● Gained Life insurance experience as a trainee actuary at BG Plan mutual.
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Joyce Simmons
Joyce Simmons
Director
Habsburgerring 2
50674 Cologne
Germany
Tel.: +49 221 8000 3415
joyce.simmons@towerswatson.com

Background


Joyce has over 25 years experience in financial services.



Specializing in life insurance, experiences in P&C, Health,
Disability and Defined Contribution Plans. Greenfield
development and regional cross boarder expansion. Focusing
on product development and risk management.



Joyce is responsible for Client Relationship Management for
Swiss Re and ING. She is also focusing on CEE client value
adding propositions. She is working with other Towers Watson
Associates to embed risk management within the insurance
industry.



Member of the American Academy of Actuarial and the
Society of Actuaries.



Joyce holds degrees in Actuarial Science, Special Education
and Tool & Die engineering.

Experience
Topics:

Sectors:



Risk Management



Life Insurance



Embedding Risk Culture



P&C



Economic Capital & Capital
Management



Health & Disability



Defined Contribution Benefits



Pricing and Value Add



Risk & Actuarial Process Centralization

Selected Projects
Prior to joining Towers Watson, Joyce was the CRO for ING CRE where she led the
regional team and local units. She established a centralized framework for risk
management with a focus on embedding this within the ALM decision making
committee and product development. She was involved in market entry research in the
prior Yugoslavian countries and the greenfield develop in Bulgaria, Russia and the
Ukraine. She centralized the insurance modeling process within the region to gain a
consistent approach, created a robust environment for pricing and valuing the insurance
business. Joyce was also involved in establishing the joint banc assurance operation
with Piraeus Bank in Greece.
During her time at ING she also led the ECAPS (Economic Capital Application System)
team. This centralized application provided the ability to produce economic capital for
reporting and management decisions using a replicating portfolio technique across all
business units and to aggregate the results to the region and group. The system was
the basis for fronting the rollout of risk management within ING. The role included
various aspects of maintaining and developing bespoke software while offering the
internal client support, guidance and education.
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Martin Sher
Experience

Martin Sher
Technical Product Lead,
Risk reporter
Mid City Place
71 High Holborn
London WC1V 6TP
UK
Tel.: +44 20 7170 3135
martin.sher@towerswatson.com

Background


Martin rejoined Towers Watson in March 2015 having spent
the previous period developing the solution. .



Previously Martin was one of the founders and Global COO of
Classic Solutions who developed the MoSes actuarial
projection system now owned by Towers Watson.



Martin is the technology product lead for the Towers Watson
RiskReporter data warehousing and reporting solution. In this
role Martin has responsibility for development, marketing and
client engagements associated with the solution.



Martin is a Fellow of the Faculty of Actuaries



He holds an MBA from the University of Witwatersrand South
Africa and a BSc in mathematics and computer science from
the University of Cape Town South Africa.

Topics:

Sectors:



Insurance



Life Insurance



Financial modelling



P&C



Software development



Project management



Delivery

Selected Projects
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Dr. Tobias Heinrich
Dr. Tobias Heinrich
Consultant
Habsburgerring 2
50674 Cologne
Germany
Tel.: +49 221 8000 3243
tobias.heinrich@towerswatson.com

Experience
Topics:


Solvency II – Pillar 1 in particular



Stochastic risk modelling with Igloo



Automation and industrialization

Background




Tobias Heinrich has studied mathematics and computer
science at the Heinrich-Heine-University of Düsseldorf.

His first language is German; he is fluent in written and spoken
English and proficient in written and spoken French.



Tobias Heinrich is employed as Consultant at Towers Watson
in Cologne.



He is qualified member of the German Actuarial Association
(DAV).



Tobias Heinrich has gathered comprehensive experiences as
a consultant in various projects in the domain of P/C
insurance.



Property and casualty insurance

Selected Projects
Tobias Heinrich has professional knowledge in:


Practical capital modelling with Igloo:

Conceptual design and implementation of ultimate and
one-year premium risk and reserve risk models

Implementation and application of claims‘ parameterization

Implementation of reinsurance models

Integration of external CAT-risk components into companies’ individual risk
models

Aggregation and allocation of risks



Re-Reserving techniques in order to implement the one-year premium risk and
reserve risk in the context of Solvency-II



Igloo training and support



Welcome speaker at the German ‘Igloo User Group‘ forum



Project management

He holds a doctor‘s degree in pure mathematics.



Sectors:
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